Information Guide – RKSV Vogido U11 Tournament (20th of August 2022)
Dear staff members,,
You will be participating in the RKSV Vogido U11 Tournament 2022. You’ll be
playing the RKSV Vogido U11 Tournament on Saturday the 20th of August.
In this information guide you can find all the information you need regarding
this tournament. We are looking forward to have you at our beautiful
tournament and wish you a successful journey.
If there are any questions regarding this trip, don’t hesitate to call or e-mail us!
Best regards,
Prestige Football Events
Roy de Vos
Kris Kempers

+31 6 11 05 33 77
+31 6 10 08 48 47

roy@pf-events.nl
kris@pf-events.nl

General information
Players list
Each participant in our tournament needs to hand over a players list. Please
send us a list for this tournament before the 13th of August 2022 to roy@pfevents.nl. We ask you to send a list with shirt numbers, name and surname and
date of birth on it. We might check players list on the tournaments if we think
this is necessary and players should then be able to identify themselves.
Transfers
All teams are responsible for all transfers from and to the tournament or from
the hotel to the tournament venue or the other way around. PFE will not
facilitate any transfers for teams for this tournament.
Meals
In case of an overnight stay breakfast will be served at the hotel. Lunch and
dinner will be served at the tournament venue according to schedule. If you
have any players or staff members with diets or allergies please let us know
a.s.a.p. In that case we will take care of other meals.
Dressing rooms
There is a dressing room available for you at the tournament. We’ll do our
utmost best to arrange a single dressing room for you, but in some cases you
may have to share a dressing room. We’ll let you know upon arrival!
Pitches
The tournament will be played on artificial grass pitches. Upon arrival we will
let you know on which pitches the matches will be played and where you will
be able to do your warm-up.

Opening ceremony
There will be no opening ceremony at this tournament. We’ll expect you to be a
at the tournament venue on Saturday at least 1 hour before the tournament
starts.
Awarding ceremony
The awarding ceremony will take place right after the final. Please follow up the
instructions of the local volunteers to find out what is expected from your
team. It’s well appreciated if the team attends in their team costumes.
Football Shirt / Bringing pennants
At this tournament the local tournament organisation will have a lottery to help
and support the tournament. We kindly ask all participants to bring in a small
gift (signed shirt, local souvenir etc.) to the tournament for this lottery. You can
hand over this present upon arrival to the tournament director. It’s common to
swap pennants before each game, so we ask you to bring pennants to the
tournament to do this.
Address Tournament Venue Enter Vooruit
Sportpark het Wooldrik
Tegelerweg 66
7535 CJ, Enschede
Referees KNVB
All matches will be lead by official referees from the Dutch Football Association.
We’ll ask each participant to respect the referees and their decisions.

Tournament build-up
16 teams will participate in this tournament. We start with the group stage with
4 groups with 4 teams. Each team will play 3 matches in the group stage. After
the group-stage we’ll continue to the knockout stages.
Each team will play 6 games of 18 minutes per game.
Groups and match schedule
The group draw and full match schedule can be found using the link below:
www.tournify.nl/live/vogido22-u11
The language on this page can be switched from Nederlands (Dutch) to English
on the bottom of the page! All the live results and standings can be found here
during the tournament. There will be a big screen at the canteen as well, where
you can find this tournament information!

Tournament Regulations RKSV Vogido U11 Tournament 2022
1. All matches will be played by the rules and regulations from the KNVB (Dutch Football
Association) and are lead by official referees from the KNVB.
2. Sixteen teams will compete in this tournament. The results in the match schedule will decide
the definitive ranking at the end of the tournament. All matches will be played on (artificial)
grass.
3. The tournament is receptive to youth players born on or after 01-01-2012 (U11). Amateur club
RKSV Vogido is allowed to use players born after 01-01-2011 (U12).
4. All teams have to send in an official players list before the tournament starts. Each player
should be able to identify himself during the tournament by showing a player-card or ID-card.
5. All matches will last 1 x 18 minutes. Teams are not allowed to switch players between teams
during the tournament, without explicit approval from the tournament organisation.
6. Teams should be present at the entrance of the pitch 5 minutes before the match. The referee
will lead the teams to the pitch. When a team is not present 5 minutes after the scheduled
kick-off time, it will lose the match 2-0.
7. The participating teams shall bring spare shirts with them. The first mentioned club in the
program is expected to be the home team, and wear the spare shirts, if necessary. The
numbers on the shirt need to be in line with the numbers on the players list that have been
hand over to the tournament organisation.
8. Four groups of four teams will be playing in the first group stage. Those four groups will play
half a competition. The highest number in points will determine the final score in the group. In
the case of two teams ending up in the same position, the following criteria apply for
determining the final arrangement:
a) The highest number in points won in duels between the teams in question
b) The best goal difference won in all group duels
c) The most scored goals in all group duels
d) Is that a draw, it is time for penalties. 3 Penalties will be taken one by one. If there is no
winner after 3 penalties then we continue one by one. In the one by one series only players
that did not take a penalty in the first 3 penalties are allowed to take a penalty. If each player
has taken a penalty then a player who already kicked a penalty is allowed to take it again.
9. Cross finals and the final matches will be directly decided by penalties when ending in a draw.
10.Any player who is suspended from the game (2 x yellow, or red) is automatically suspended
for the next match. In an exceptionally serious violation and / or use of physical / verbal
abuse, the tournament committee reserves the right to definitively exclude a player from the
tournament.
11.The organization accepts no liability for lost or damaged clothes and/or items.
12.Any incident not provided for in these regulations, will be resolved by the organization. It is
not possible to lodge an appeal against this.

Match Regulations RKSV Vogido U11 Tournament 2022
Number of players: We play 8v8, 7 field players and 1 goalkeeper.
Size of field: All fields will be 64 by 42,5 meter.
Kick-off: The first named team in the match schedule will take the kick-off. It’s allowed to
score directly from the kick-off.
Playing ball back to keeper: A ball played back to the goalkeeper may not be taken in the
hands by the goalkeeper. If this foul is committed the first time there will be a warning, the
second time a free kick will be given by the referee to the opposite team.
Goal kick: A goal kick has to be taken by the goalkeeper from the ground by passing or
shooting the ball. A field player can also take a goal kick.
Corner kick: Corner kicks have to be taken at the corner of the field by passing or dribbling
the ball. In both situations a player is allowed to score right from the corner kick.
Goal: After each goal a kick-off finds place at the middle of the field. Both teams start on own
half and goals can be scored right from the kick-off.
Throw-inn: At a throw-inn the player has to dribble in. It’s not allowed to take the ball in the
hands and throw it in. It’s allowed to score a goal right from a throw-inn.
Free Kick: At a free kick a player is allowed to pass the ball, dribble the ball or shoot the ball.
Fouls / Penalty kicks: Each foul will lead to a free kick. When taking a clear change of scoring
a goal within the 11-meter box in front of the goal a penalty kick will be given. This penalty
will be taken from the 9-meter line.
Distance: The opponent has to be 5 meters away at each set piece.

